We propose the use of universal literals as a means of reducing the cost of multiple-valued circuits. A universal literal is any function on one variable. The target architecture is a sum-of-products structure, where sum is the truncated sum and product terms consist of the minimum of universal literals. A significant cost reduction is demonstrated over the conventional window literal. The proposed synthesis method starts with a sumof products expression. Simplification occurs as pairs of product terms are merged and reshaped. We show under what conditions such operations can be applied.
Introduction
The goal of this paper is to develop the theoretical framework needed to provide more efficient implementations of multiple valued logic circuits. Towards this end, we propose the use of more complex literal functions than have been used in the past. Previous literal functions include the so-called window literal. We replace this with the universal literal. which is any logic function on a single variable. We propose a synthesis method that combines and divides product terms. While this makes synthesis more complicated, it results in more efficient realizations. There are two contributions of this paper 1. establishing a theoretical basis for the new operations and 2. demonstrating their efficiency.
Many multiple-valued logic minimization algorithms use the direct cover method pOM81, BES86, DUE871. In direct cover minimization, a minterm is selected according to some criteria. From all the implicants that cover the selected minterm, the best one is chosen to be part of the solution. This process is iterated until all minterms are covered. Several direct cover algorithms have been implemented in the PLA minimization tool HAMLET [YUR90] . These algorithms use window literals.
However, in current-mode CMOS, window literals do not provide as efficient implementation as universal literals [DUE92b] . Also, the cost-table was shown to produce more cost effective implementations. Most minimization procedures using cost-tables in the past have been limited to one or two input variables kEI91, LEE83, ABD881. This restriction makes these minimization procedures inept for most practical functions. Dueck [DUE92b] proposed an algorithm which combines cost-tables with direct cover minimization that produces good results for functions with up to four variables. Unfortunately, functions with more than four variables require excessive CPU time.
There are two serious limitations inherent in the direct cover method. One is that it operates on minterms. This implies that the function, even when it is given in a near minimal form, has to be expanded into minterms. Memory requirements become very large when the number of input variables increases. Also, the number of implicants that have to be considered to cover a given minterm may be very large. This occurs when a function can be covered by a few large product terms.
Recently, Dueck et al. lDUE92aI proposed an algorithm that manipulates product terms directly without breaking them into minterms. The algorithm makes use of the operations: merge, sharp, and reshape. These operations are applied in a nondeterministic fashion, guided by the simulated annealing principle. Results from this algorithm, which has been incorporated into HAMLET, are encouraging.
We want to be able to manipulate product terms in a sum-of-product expression consisting of universal literals. In this paper, we redefine the primitive operations that have been successfully used with window literals and apply them to universal literals. This provides a basis for algorithms operating on universal literals.
Definitions and Notation
Let xi be a variable that can assume any logic value in the set R = (0,1;..,r -l), where r denotes the radix. Let X = ( x~, x 2 ,~. . , x , ) be a set of n variables. An r-valued function is a mapping f : Rn + R. The universal literal e UOU~...U,-~ is a one-variable function f(xi), such that f(j) = U,. For example, the identity function f(x1) =e 0123 >%, has the property that x1 = 0 yields f = O , x l = l yields f = 1 , x 1 = 2 yields f = 2 , and xl = 3 yields f = 3. 
Product Term Operations
In this section, we describe operations that can be performed on product terms. These operations have been defined elsewhere for window literals [DUE92]. Here, they are extended to universal literals. Most operations are intuitively easy to understand, but the conditions under which they apply and their implementation in computer programs are not trivial.
The Merge Operation
A fundamental operation in our proposed method is the merging of two product terms on universal literals. Specifically, we ask under which conditions the truncated sum of two product terms, A and B, can be expressed as a single product C. The first result below specifies the form of c. Example 1 shows that the inequality of (1) cannot be replaced by equality. For many examples, equality holds in (1). For such cases, we can show necessary and sufficient conditions for the merging of two product terms. + bsa: < r -1. Thus, for all 1 I i I n , aiai + biai > ups; + bsa; .
Further, r -1 > C(a') = + bsa; < aiai + biar I cia:, which contradicts the condioon that C is a single product term satisfying (2). Q.E.D. Since aiai > 0 and bja. > 0, it follows thh biai = 0 and ujPj = 0. But, the fodner implies that E ( y ) = 0 , while the latter implies A(y)=O. Thus, C(y)=A(y)+ E ( y ) = O , a contradiction.
Q.E.D. We now establish the conditions under which two product terms at distance 1 or less may be merged. We consider three different cases.
Case 1: Two product terms at distance 1 can be merged if the conditions in Lemma 4 are satisfied. Lemma 4: Let A and B be two product terms at distance 1, and let xi be the variable for which the corresponding literals do not intersect. A and E can be merged iff for all l I j I n , s u c h t h a t i#j and O S k I r -1 , MIN(clal,   cZa, ,.-.,c,. ) = ajk. Consider the assignment p' = @; , p;,.-.,p:), such that = pi, except for j=i, in which case p( = Ummsx. It follows that C@') = A@')+ are contradictory requirements on cjk. It follows that A and B cannot be merged. We conclude that A and B can be merged.
Q.E.D.

The Consensus Operation
c lo00 >xz < 01 11 >x3 + c 2100 c 0200 >x2 < 01 12 A2 + B =< 3200 < 0333 >x2 c 0223 >x3 = C1.
< 1333 >x, < 0223 >' , = A + B .
Informally, the consensus term C of two product terms A and B is a largest product term that includes minterms from both, such that A + B covers C. The distance between A and B must be either l or 0. We consider two
Case 1: First, we consider product terms A and B at distance 1. Unfortunately, two product terms may have more than one consensus term-according to the definition given above. We illustrate this with the following example. Example 6. Consider the product terms A =c 3300 c 3210 >x2 and B =< 0023 c 0123 >x2 (see We give the following definition, which uniquely defines the consensus term of two product terms at distance 1. Let xi be the variable for which the corresponding literals do not intersect. We define A' as follows; A' =c 0210 >x, < 0210 >xz a n d
Bf =c 0130 c0130>,,.
Since they cannot be merged we find B" =c 01 10 >xl c 0110 >x2.
The consensus term is C =< 0320 < 0320 >x,.
Example 10. Consider the product terms A =c 0210
A' =c 0210 >xl 0210 >xz and Bf =< 0310 < 0130 >xz. A' and B' can be merged and the consensus term is C =< 0320 < 0330 >x2. 
The Sharp Operation
b! ' P = m ( b j k , q ) , f o r O l k l r -l a n d l l j l n ,
The Reshape Operation
The reshape operations of two product terms A and B is defined as A# C + C+ B# C, where C is the consensus of A and B. Note that when the distance between A and B is greater than 1 the reshape of A and B is A + B .
Comparison with Window Literals
There is a significant increase in the complexity of the analysis of sum-of-product expressions when window literals are replaced by universal literals. However, there also is a significant decrease in the number of product terms. In a PLA, the space allotted to literals is large enough to accommodate the largest, and we can view the cost of a literal as a constant. This statement is true for both window and universal literals. We expect a universal literal PLA to have a higher cost than a window PLA, because of greater complexity.
In random logic, we can optimize space by accommodating different literal costs. According to Lei and Vranesic [LEI911 the cost of a universal literal (implemented in current mode CMOS) ranges from 1 to 25 and the MIN gate has a cost of 5. The following example illustrates how a function can be expressed with two product terms but have different costs.
Example 13. The function shown in Figure 5 can be expressed as a sum of two product terms with universal literals. However, there is no unique representation.
Below are 3 expressions with their corresponding costs. expression cost 1) < 0300 < 3222 > , , + < 0023 >xl < 0013 pX2 40
2) < 0300 < 3211 >x2 + < 0123 < 0013 > , , 38 3) < 0300 e 3210 >, , + < 0223 < 0013 > , ,
46
This function requires at least five product terms when window literals are used. Using window literals the function can be expressed as < 0300 < 3000 >x2 + < om < 0222 > , , + < 0011 < 0011 >12 +<0011>,<0001>,, +<OO01>,I<oo01>,2. ACcording to the cost estimates of Lei and Vranesic LEI911 the implementation of this expression would cost 101. Any minimization procedure must take into account that normalized product .terms may not be cost effective.
For example the product term < 01 11 < 0100 > ,
, has a cost of 20. The equivalent unnormalized product term < 0123 < 0100 >xz has a cost of 16. Therefore, a good minimizatlon procedure cannot be restricted to consider only normalized product terms.
In this paper, we have shown two operations, merge and reshape. Merge produces one product term from two, while reshape produces two or more product terms from two. Analogous operations have been successfully used in a minimization algorithm with window literals PUE92aI.
